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Situation Background

A major city steam plant produces steam to heat buildings and a local 
hospital using water from the nearby river provided by the city. During the 
winter months, inlet water quality significantly declines due to salt runoff 
from the city streets – and at the same time, steam heat is in higher demand.

The plant’s customer-driven operations were threatened coming out of a 
difficult 2013/14 winter when it could not keep up with water throughput to 
make steam, despite having enough inherent capacity – ultimately placing 
its steam contracts in jeopardy. The company’s physical plant was old and 
equipped with subpar equipment due to neglected maintenance from its 
previous owner. The company ran dangerously low on water and spent a 
significant sum that was not budgeted to keep the plant operating, including 
starting an auxiliary oil-fired plant. Nearly every employee, including the 
management team, worked around the clock to keep the plant afloat.

Project Goals

RTI worked with the plant’s managers to implement improvements  
in ion exchange resin effectiveness, equipment issues and prioritization,  
and regeneration procedure improvements, with the overall goals of helping  
to reduce annual chemical costs to run the system, increasing throughput 
and reducing risk under adverse winter conditions.
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Methodology

To improve water plant performance, RTI worked with the company in four primary areas:

● Made resin more effective to both increase throughput and reduce regen costs:
•   Conducted extensive resin analyses in RTI’s specialized lab to identify improvement 

opportunities
•   Cleaned anion resin with RTI’s patented Restore + process and highly specialized  

on-site equipment, and added new anion resin where appropriate
•   Reorganized anion resin in vessels to maximize the vastly improved resin chemistry

●  Worked hand-in-hand with plant personnel to evaluate demineralizer equipment  
needs and prioritize fixes based on key focus points. 

● Improved regeneration effectiveness to get the most out of the improved resin:
•   Worked on each regeneration process to improve the effectiveness of the plant’s current 

procedures (Plan A) and implemented improvements that cut costs and regen time
•   Using a data-focused approach based on inlet water chemistry and current resin 

capability, developed a winter procedure (Plan B) to allow throughput to be maximized 
during critical adverse winter weather time period – while also cutting regen costs 
compared to the previous year

•   Worked closely with operators over several months in training sessions and on the  
floor to ensure new procedures were workable; operator input was crucial for  
maximizing demineralizer performance

●  Provided ongoing support to manage issues as they arose, continuously analyzing  
the resin effectiveness and planning further improvements to get even more out  
of the water system in 2015/16.

Results
●  Actions initiated since early 2014 have significantly 

improved water plant performance.

●  Under regular operation conditions, throughput 
has increased 47% overall, which leads to significant 
decreases in the number of regens required.

●  Winter 2015 alternative regeneration plan kept water 
and steam production well above 2014 performance, 
despite worse weather conditions than the previous 
year – and winter regen costs declined by over 18%.

●  Projected annual overall cost savings of $500,000 are  
expected due to lower regeneration chemical costs,  
in addition to a significant reduction in water production risk.
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BEFORE RESIN WORK

*Does not include #7 Anion that does not work properly 
and is being converted in 2015
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Overall

With RTI’s assistance, the company made improvements throughout  
its water system that both reduced risk and decreased costs. Working  
with resin, equipment and regeneration procedure enhancements, RTI’s 
hands-on approach helped the plant increase throughput dramatically, 
even in the tough high conductivity winter months when demand for 
steam was highest. Not only did that increased throughput reduce the risk 
of running low on water, it also dramatically decreased costs due to fewer 
regens and a more consistent performance by the demineralizer system.
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